Globalist Ruse CO2 Climate Change Kool-Aid? Revelation 13 Preparation?
I’ve recently began looking in detail at the issue of CO2 Climate Change when egregious
proposals to phase out the Canadian oil and gas industry began to actually be voiced and
implemented by the Canadian Federal government. Currently, most major governments in
the world (excepting the USA) are making or pretending to make (China/India) climate policy
towards fossil fuels based upon the conclusions presented by the UN IPCC
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change). How CO2 which is a very beneficial molecule
for photosynthesis and the greening of the planet has been targeted as a pollutant or poison
to be reduced in the environment should leave one very skeptical of such a position. At face
value there seems to be an egregious lack of common sense with a suspicious motive or
agenda. I think when you are made aware of the facts through the information below, the
speaker sessions below (especially Dr. Willie Soon and Dr. Tim Ball), and the spiritual veil
behind it the picture will become clearer.
I would like to make a distinction between non-empirical science and empirical science. The
category of climate falls into the non-empirical realm therefore it is not an exact science as
compared to empirical science which is testable, repeatable, and provable in the lab. There
are many assumptions, many parameters, many unknown factors, varied and dare I say
manipulated statistical data in any climate model. These models with a change of inputs or
exclusion of certain inputs can be made to overstate any future climate predictions. As we
have documented further down the famous hockey stick graph by UN IPCC heavyweight
Michael Mann was exposed in court as an outright fraud by Dr. Tim Ball. But first a few fun
facts about our Canadian energy industry!

Alberta Oil Sands Facts
From the Alberta Government web site and Link Below
Alberta's oil sands have the third largest oil reserves in the world, after Venezuela and Saudi
Arabia. Well no, as you will see Alberta has the number 1 largest oil reserves on the planet
based upon revised recovery rates. Current producing experience as we shall see has much
higher recovery rates. I make the assumption that in the “long term” world oil prices will
move back up to economically viable levels for the oil sands.
Alberta's oil sands’ proven reserves equal about 165.4 billion barrels. This is very conservative
as it only has a recovery rate of 9% of actual oil in place. Total oil in place is estimated at
1,269+575 = 1,844 billion barrels.
Crude bitumen production (mined and in situ) totalled about 2.8 million barrels per day (b/d)
in 2017. Source: Alberta Energy Regulator (AER)
For Western Canada conventional oil and pentanes/condensate totalled about 1.3 million
barrels per day (b/d) in 2017.

In total, oil production for Alberta and Western Canada is 4.1 million barrels per day (b/d) for
2017.
However the real reserves of recoverable oil in place of the oil sands is much higher per
actual production experience giving Alberta the number 1 oil reserves in the world not
number 3. See the link and charts below presented by Mike Priaro, Chem. Eng. P. Eng.
How it’s quite possible that Canada has the world’s largest oil reserves | U.S. & International |
JWN Energy

About Mike Priaro
Mike Priaro, B.Eng.Sc. (Chem. Eng.), P.Eng. is an independent consultant who worked in
Alberta's oil patch for 25 years. He increased oil production from the historic Turner Valley
oilfield and brought in underbalanced drilling and completion technology to drill out,
complete and test several of the highest producing gas wells ever on mainland Canada at
Ladyfern, B.C. In addition to several published articles, he developed the course material for
the Advanced Petroleum Engineering course at the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology.
Given the revised reserves of recoverable oil per the chart above of 887 billion barrels at a
conservation production of 5 million barrels per day production we have about 490 years
supply, if you use 6 million barrels per day we have about 395 years supply!

Even if you said the recovery rate was only half of chart 4 which would be 444 billion barrels
of recoverable oil at 5 million barrels per day production would yield around 243 years of
supply!
And yet we have a Federal government who is actively and vocally expressing their desire to
shut down the energy industry based upon as we will see questionable globalist UN IPCC
advice! Literally scaring away billions of dollars of capital investment from Western Canada,
destroying the value of our current Western Canadian energy companies, small businesses,
peoples retirement portfolios, peoples job prospects and economic futures leading to all the
social ills and impoverishment of Western Canada that will follow.
Is there a purpose behind this egregious policy where a little molecule (CO2) which comprises
0.004 percent of the atmosphere or currently at around 400 ppm would cause this! A
molecule that helps plants to grow! A molecule that greenhouse owners inject into their
operation to raise the concentration to 800 to 1200 ppm to increase the yield of their
produce. Would you bend your science if you could get a coveted position in some form of
global government as head of the world climate bureaucracy? Could this many people be
deluded about an issue at one time? There were 27,000 attendees at the 2019 Madrid
Climate Conference!
A couple of articles here bring concerns to light. Our current Prime Minister has been very
open that he favors the UN and its agenda and does not support Nationalism nor the energy
industry. His policies reflect that, so people shouldn’t be surprised. Here are two telling
photos from the articles. By the way Jesus loves nations and hates globalism (re the Tower of
Babel Genesis 11 v 1-9). Satan loves globalism and hates nations and wants his world leader
with his mark to buy or sell to rise to power (Revelation chapter 13). More is said on this
spiritual comment further down.

https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2016/04/justin-trudeau-and-dismantling-of-canadianidentity.html

https://www.spencerfernando.com/2017/04/21/trudeaus-dangerous-post-national-agendamust-stopped/
This CO2 Climate Change policy is already reaping a great waste of money on a problem that
my research says doesn’t even exist! There are other reasons for unusual and variable
weather in this world but per speakers below it is not caused by the “good molecule” CO2!

CO2 Climate Change Policy Wasting Alberta’s Resources
One example of the egregious waste of Alberta taxpayer money (closing coal based electricity
generating plants) based on CO2 ideology has been implemented by the NDP government
which was in power 2015 to 2019!
A bit of background on the current level of coal burning technologies also based on CO2
ideology!
https://world-nuclear.org/information-library/energy-and-the-environment/clean-coaltechnologies.aspx
https://www.powermag.com/who-has-the-worlds-most-efficient-coal-power-plant-fleet/]
What about Alberta who is a virtual blip on the radar of countries who mine and burn the
most amount of coal? 2018 amounts for coal consumption in million tons were China 3,770/
India 982/ USA 624/ Russia 234/ Germany 217 and little old Canada 36!
https://www.mining.com/alberta-inks-1-36bn-deal-with-three-firms-to-shut-down-coal-plants/
The province will pay Capital Power Corp., TransAlta Corp. and ATCO Ltd. a total of $97
million per year, beginning next year and payable every year until 2030, to shut down six of
their 18 power plants early, Alberta’s Energy Minister Marg McCuaig-Boyd said.
The remaining 12 coal-fired electric generating stations in the province are all scheduled to
close, or convert to natural gas, before 2030.

That’s right NDP run Alberta based on CO2 ideology will payout at least $1.36 billion dollars
to break coal burning power generation contracts on only 6 plants. The $1.36 billion is just
the minimum that it will cost to leave our coal in the ground, when it should be mined and
used based on common sense and the best coal burning technology, not UN CO2 ideology!
Do you know what China and India are doing? Well, surprise they are building another 1,600
new coal burning power generating plants!! China about 1,161 and India 446!
The Alberta government should have told these unelected busybodies at the UN to buzz off!
God Weather Causes, Fallen Creation Weather Causes, Aging and Cracked Earth Weather
Causes, Satanic (book of Job) Allowed Weather Events
This is just a short section on the true causes of unusual weather in our days. It is one of the
predicted signs of the last days before Christ returns. The subject however is too large to
adequately cover here. The link below expands the subject a bit more.
Crustal breakup, when the fountains of the deep broke the earth apart and the canopy
around the earth fell (Genesis 7 v 11) it created a long term liability to man through
earthquakes, volcanoes, Polar vortex, El Nino, tsunamis, unusual rains and storms, famines
etc. The earth as it ages has become even more prone to these natural disasters.
Gen 7:11 In the six hundredth year of Noah's life, in the second month, the seventeenth day
of the month, the same day were all the fountains of the great deep broken up, and the
windows of heaven were opened.
Romans 8:22 For we know that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together
until now.

When Israel in the Old Testament egregiously disobeyed God he brought famine, animal, bird
and fish deaths as a judgment and warning to get right with Him.
Hosea 4:3 Therefore shall the land mourn, and every one that dwelleth therein shall languish,
with the beasts of the field, and with the fowls of heaven; yea, the fishes of the sea also shall
be taken away.
We are currently experiencing similar disasters as the nation’s rebel against Him and cast his
words behind them!
Fukushima is the largest nuclear disaster in the world and has been pouring radioactive water
non-stop into the Pacific Ocean since 2011 with no end in sight! Only the intervention of Jesus
on the horizon will put a stop to this environmental nightmare!
In the ongoing battle between Jesus and Satan some reasons for unusual weather events may
not ever be clearly understood. Satan in his testing of Job was allowed to bring catastrophic
weather events.

More weather factors at the link below
https://christiananswers.net/q-eden/edn-c023.html

Behind the Spiritual Veil –What is going on? Is the form of global government
mentioned in Revelation chapter 13 with all it tyrannical evil developing? Is the
stage being set for the final spiritual showdown between Jesus and Satan?
Is the real agenda behind CO2 Climate ideology a push to some form of globalist socialist
Marxist government with all the tyranny that will come with it? Is the creator of all things
Jesus against globalism and for nation states? Let’s just take a very brief look at the historical
past and the near future from a Biblical perspective on the spiritual battle being fought
behind the veil between Jesus and Satan.
The first attempt in earth history for world government was opposed by Jesus at the Tower of
Babel. Jesus had told them after the flood to scatter around the earth and have dominion
over it. Satan had moved Nimrod to make an attempt to centralize the people and wield
power over them as a King through false religion. The tower or ziggurat was meant for
religious purposes but not the right way to approach God (one can only come through a blood
sacrifice). Jesus performed a supernatural “intervention” and confused their one language
into many and forced the different people groups (which became the initial 70 nations) to
scatter around the world. From this scattering all 70 nations developed their unique genetic
characteristics through isolation. Based on Biblical chronology this event is thought to have
taken places in the days of Peleg 106 years after the flood or circa 2,238 BC. As you look at
various ziggurats, pyramids and mounds around the world it appears that these scattered
people groups took the tower of Babel structure and religion with them!
Genesis 10:8 And Cush begat Nimrod: he began to be a mighty one in the earth.
Genesis 10:9 He was a mighty hunter before the LORD: wherefore it is said, Even as Nimrod
the mighty hunter before the LORD.
Genesis 10:10 And the beginning of his kingdom was Babel, and Erech, and Accad, and
Calneh, in the land of Shinar.
Genesis 11:1 And the whole earth was of one language, and of one speech.
Genesis 11:2 And it came to pass, as they journeyed from the east, that they found a plain in
the land of Shinar; and they dwelt there.
Genesis 11:3 And they said one to another, Go to, let us make brick, and burn them
throughly. And they had brick for stone, and slime had they for morter.
Genesis 11:4 And they said, Go to, let us build us a city and a tower, whose top may reach
unto heaven; and let us make us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the
whole earth.
Genesis 11:5 And the LORD came down to see the city and the tower, which the children of
men builded.

Genesis 11:6 And the LORD said, Behold, the people is one, and they have all one language;
and this they begin to do: and now nothing will be restrained from them, which they have
imagined to do.
Genesis 11:7 Go to, let us go down, and there confound their language, that they may not
understand one another's speech.
Genesis 11:8 So the LORD scattered them abroad from thence upon the face of all the earth:
and they left off to build the city.
Genesis 11:9 Therefore is the name of it called Babel; because the LORD did there confound
the language of all the earth: and from thence did the LORD scatter them abroad upon the
face of all the earth.
So why did Jesus ordain the nation states and not a world government? It was mainly due to
the spiritual battle. If Satan can unite the world in a globalist cabal with one military, one
policy making bureaucracy, one economic banking system, a small group of evil rulers can
hold sway and tyrannize everybody. If there are separate nations even if Satan was able to
bring an evil group of leaders into power in one specific country, say Germany, as in World
War 2, Jesus could use the good leadership of other nation states such as Canada, the USA,
Britain, Australia, etc to oppose a nation with evil leadership. Most of these nations were
founded upon the Judeo-Christian world view which established freedom of religion, freedom
of speech, freedom from government tyranny, moral absolutes etc.
Here is a picture representing the current desire of the European Union; and now much of the
world in large part due to the efforts of Maurice Strong and the UN. It of course ignores the
fact that Jesus has His plan for this earth and will implement a reign from Jerusalem after a 7
year intervention describe in Revelation chapter 6 to 19!

The desire to rebuild the Tower of Babel in modern times!

The beginning of the UN CO2 Climate Change Kool-Aid?

Actually very little of the statement above is caused by human intervention especially climate
change as we will see!

Is not Canada taking its policy on the environment from the unelected UN
IPCC?
Bilderberg Objectives: The Group’s grand design is for “a One World Government (World
Company) with a single, global marketplace, policed by one world army, and financially
regulated by one ‘World (Central) Bank’ using one global currency.” Their “wish list” includes:

— “one international identify (observing) one set of universal values;” (but not Biblical
values)
— centralized control of world populations by “mind control;” in other words, controlling
world public opinion; (our current fake news media and internet censorship)
— a New World Order with no middle class, only “rulers and servants (serfs),” and, of course,
no democracy;
— “a zero-growth society” without prosperity or progress, only greater wealth and power for
the rulers; — manufactured crises and perpetual wars;
— absolute control of education to program the public mind and train those chosen for
various roles; (the brainwashing of our youth to be socialist Marxist global citizens and
environmental zealots?)
— “centralized control of all foreign and domestic policies;” one size fits all globally;
— using the UN as a de facto world government imposing a UN tax on “world citizens;” —
expanding NAFTA and WTO globally;
— making NATO a world military;
— imposing a universal legal system; and
— a global “welfare state where obedient slaves will be rewarded and non-conformists
targeted for extermination. (mass surveillance with a social credit score and murder)

The fruits of socialism which leads to communism and tyranny!
https://scottmanning.com/content/communist-body-count/
http://www.renewamerica.com/columns/swashington/171025
https://www.cato.org/publications/commentary/100-years-communism-death-deprivation

Satan has a plan for this generation and Jesus has a plan
I will now digress a bit to lay the spiritual framework for this generation. The Bible is
predictive and authoritative and uniquely lays out history in advance! Is this the fingerprint of
the real creator Jesus Christ?
I will not go into great detail as you can study these scriptures for yourself. In Daniel chapter
9 v 24-27 (written circa 536 BC) it outlines the 490 year history of Israel unto their Messiah
and the coming 1,000 year millennial kingdom promised to them. When Rome (Gentiles) and

Israel (Jews) cut off the Messiah it covered 483 years of the promise but there remained a
final 7 year period that is yet future. That 7 year period is detailed in Revelation chapter 6 to
19. In judgment Israel in 70 AD was scattered among the nations for nearly 2,000 years but
God had promised he would bring them back to their land in unbelief and complete the last 7
years. Ezekiel chapter 36 and 37 (written circa 586 BC) describe the regathering of Israel to
become a nation again in May 14, 1948. This event is the super sign of Bible prophecy for the
Bible indicates that only one generation will pass till everything is wound up! This is how we
know we are in the “last days” where all signs (moral, political, technological) mentioned
elsewhere of the end times begin to speed up and converge.

These two charts lay out history in advance. There is approaching a peace treaty between
Israel and the nations around her confirmed by a world leader. Scripture says the world will
be crying out for “peace and safety” or “peace and security”.
The Daniel 70 weeks chart shows why there is one 7 year period of time left called the “great
tribulation” or the “time of Jacob’s trouble”. Details of this terrible period can be found in
Revelation chapter 6 to 19.
Big picture, you want to be in the “rapture” group taken out before the worst time of history
that there ever was begins. One needs to be “born again” or a “spiritual rebirth” for that.
This brings me to one sign in these end days of the battle between Jesus and Satan. In
Revelation chapter 13 (written circa 95 AD) just prior to the 7 year period (which starts with a
treaty of peace and security in the Middle East) there arises a charismatic globalist world
leader (a second Nimrod) who by mean of peace deceives many nations including Israel but
at the halfway point of the 7 years he shows his true colors to Israel and the world. You can
read about his career in Revelation chapter 13, his adulation by the world, his institution of
worship of himself or be killed ( a form of Caesar worship), his institution of the economic
mark on your hand or fore head to allow one to participate in the banking system. Now how
did the old book know about this technology in 95AD? Are we in that time?
Here’s a free Bible download for PC or Mac if you need or one online.
https://e-sword.net/

Parallel Bible English + One Other Language Selectable - Online
https://www.wordproject.org/bibles/parallel/

Isaiah 46:8 Remember this, and shew yourselves men: bring it again to mind, O ye
transgressors.
Isaiah 46:9 Remember the former things of old: for I am God, and there is none else; I am
God, and there is none like me,
Isaiah 46:10 Declaring the end from the beginning, and from ancient times the things that are
not yet done, saying, My counsel shall stand, and I will do all my pleasure:
Proverbs 14:34 Righteousness exalteth a nation: but sin is a reproach to any people (as well
as approving the sinful practices of others)
Psalm 9:17 The wicked shall be turned into hell, and all the nations that forget God.
God’s first choice is always to forgive and extend a pardon through His Son, judgement is
always his last resort for He loves people and His creation but He also honors the free will
of people to reject Him! Think very carefully of your choice! Do not harden your heart and
close the door on yourself! According to the Bible every person will have a one on one
meeting in God’s courtroom to give an account of their life. Matthew 12 v 36.
The spiritual need of man is for a new heart, not religion, so what is the gospel? I will include
a second pdf which includes a detailed explanation on being “born again” or having a
“spiritual rebirth”.

Section on CO2 Climate Change Data and Speakers via You Tube Links
Various enlightening comments online on the CO2 Climate Issue
1. According to NASA scientists, so-called “climate change” is mostly driven by factors
unrelated to human activity. A past study by the agency found the Sun has been the
main factor behind changes in the Earth’s climate over the past 1,000 years. Scientists
say our planet’s solar orbit has changed several times over the past centuries. This
resulted in a warmer climate in the Middle Ages, or medieval period, and a global
cooling in the 14th Century known as the Little Ice Age.

2. Climate change hysteria scares me in the same way that other ideological hysterias
do: Nazism, Communism, racism, religious extremism. Once there is a group of people
large enough to form a self-sufficient echo chamber, these things get out of control:
they lose touch with reality and eventually start perpetrating atrocities.

3. The reason for dishonesty over the climate change debate is simply that it has been hijacked by political leftists (and their media puppets) as a ready-made vehicle to assert
a Globalist ideology upon nation-states. As Communist strategists pointed out for over
half a century, The Soviet Union would FAIL unless it could take control of the entire
world, economically and militarily. Otherwise, more competitive countries would
attract the most profitable, hard-working, freedom-seeking people from those
nations, leaving the Socialist ones bankrupt. The Globalists desire a one world
government to create their ideal vision of a utopian society, which doesn't
necessarily have to be a democratic one with free speech or free markets. And forcing
the wealthiest countries to pay trillions in carbon taxes to the UN to bolster its
powers is the first step in their plan.
4. If we pay lots of tax money to our government, they will stop earthquakes, volcanoes,
tsunamis, hurricanes, tornados, the Polar vortex, El Nino, droughts and floods from
happening. - climate change believer –
5. CO2 is so beneficial in so many ways it would be crazy to try to reduce it!" Freeman
Dyson. Well stated Mr. Dyson spoken with a mountain of wisdom that others have
little or none of!
6. CO2 at 450 ppm? Crazy. All the oil, coal, shale, chalk - is carbon removed from the
environment by organic life. Plants NEED carbon dioxide to thrive. Our target should
be 800 ppm at least. We need to double it, not halve it. At 150 ppm all plant life on
earth will die. The whole argument is crazy. The sun heats us and we are water cooled.
Let's green the planet. Increase CO2!
7. There's no way to replace fossil fuels and maintain today's standard of living. There
would be no way for people to economically heat their homes. Farmers would have
no way to economically grow and deliver food. Plastics and synthetic fibers are made
of petroleum products, so no polyester clothes or medical products like iv tubing and
bags, syringes, bandages. No plastic food containers. No rubber or plastics for
automobiles, let alone gasoline and diesel fuel. The climate alarmists have no answers
for any of this. Of course, it doesn't matter because there is no warming. They lie.
They change data. They omit data. Their models fail, so they change the data to fix the
model instead of admitting that the model is wrong. It is truly insanity unleashed.
8. Did anyone read Animal Farm? 1984? Orwell would be laughing about scientific
consensus--on anything. What a joke "there is no consensus". Science goes by data
and evidence not through consensus! Counting scientists that get paid by the
government to agree with the government agenda is not the way to gather any sort of
information.

9. For me, the problem with "Climate Change" (formerly 'Global Warming') is that the
answer is always totalitarianism. Throwing money at and giving up liberty to people
that will remain part of the "problem" and can't fix the "problem" is not a solution.
10. If the United Nations says that the Sun has nothing to do with how warm or cold the
Earth is, who am I to argue against that learned body?
11. Sasquatch sightings are more believable than anything you'll hear on the mainstream
media about climate change!
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CO2 is a trace gas of about 0.04 percent (ie argon is about 1% to compare) which is miniscule
yet claimed to drive the whole temperature of the earth as if turning a knob up or down!!
Many much larger factors affect the climate and temperature of the earth. More could be
added such as the decline in the earth’s magnetic field. CO2 change is miniscule if a factor at
all!

The Albedo Factor that affects climate patterns
“Albedo” refers to the earth’s different surfaces and their capacity to reflect or absorb
sunlight and is a major factor that affects global temperatures and weather.

Lower albedo percentages mean a higher absorption of solar radiation, higher albedo
percentages indicate a higher reflection of solar radiation.
So open oceans have one of the highest absorptions of solar radiation and snow has one of
the lowest.

Typical
albedo

Surface
Fresh asphalt

0.04

Open ocean

0.06

Worn asphalt

0.12

Conifer forest
(Summer)

0.08 0.09 to 0.15

Deciduous trees 0.15 to 0.18
Bare soil

0.17

Green grass

0.25

Desert sand

0.40

New concrete

0.55

Ocean ice

0.50 to 0.70

Fresh snow

0.80

Earth's average surface temperature due to its albedo and the greenhouse effect is currently
about 15 °C. If Earth were frozen entirely (and hence be more reflective), the average
temperature of the planet would drop below −40 °C.[14] If only the continental land masses
became covered by glaciers, the mean temperature of the planet would drop to about 0 °C.[15]
In contrast, if the entire Earth was covered by water – a so-called ocean planet – the average
temperature on the planet would rise to almost 27 °C.[16]
Albedo affects climate by determining how much radiation a planet absorbs.[36] The uneven
heating of Earth from albedo variations between land, ice, or ocean surfaces can drive
weather.

No Consensus on CO2 causing Global Warming

Consensus Argument Rebuttal
Consensus as argued by alarmists does not apply to science! You can have 100 scientists
agree on a hypothesis but if one scientist provides reasoning and an experiment that
contradicts the original hypothesis it invalidates the consensus of 100 scientists. So everyone
agreeing (with vested interests) does not mean it’s valid.

Climate Fraud at the UN IPCC with one of the main IPCC Climate scientists
Michael Mann
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-08-26-climate-change-hoax-collapses-as-michael-mannbogus-hockey-stick-graph.html

Climate change hoax collapses as Michael Mann’s bogus “hockey stick” graph
defamation lawsuit dismissed by the Supreme Court of British Columbia –
Monday, August 26, 2019 by Mike Adams

As can be seen from the graph above; Mann’s cherry-picked version of science makes the
Medieval Warm Period (MWP) disappear and shows a pronounced upward ‘tick’ in the late
20th century (the blade of his ‘hockey stick’). But below that, Ball’s graph, using more reliable
and widely available public data, shows a much warmer MWP, with temperatures hotter than
today, and showing current temperatures well within natural variation.
For the past two decades, much of the hysteria about global warming — later re-labeled
“climate change” — has been based on the so-called “hockey stick” graph produced by
Michael Mann. The graph, shown below, has been used by the IPCC, the media and
governments to push global warming hysteria to the point of mass mental illness, where
Democrat presidential candidates claim humanity only has 12 years remaining before a
climate apocalypse will somehow destroy the planet.
But the hockey stick graph is a fraud. A man-made computer software algorithm generated it,
and the algorithm is rigged to produce a hockey stick shape no matter what data were
entered. Like everything else found in the rigged world of “climate science,” the hockey stick
graph was a fraud the day it was generated.
Michael Mann didn’t like being called a fraud by his critics, so he sued them for defamation.
And late last week, one of those lawsuits was concluded by the Supreme Court of British
Columbia, Canada, which threw out Mann’s lawsuit against Dr. Tim Ball. But there’s more.
According to Principia-Scientific:
Not only did the court grant Ball’s application for dismissal of the nine-year, multi-million
dollar lawsuit, it also took the additional step of awarding full legal costs to Ball. A detailed
public statement from the world-renowned skeptical climatologist is expected in due course.

This extraordinary outcome is expected to trigger severe legal repercussions for Dr. Mann in
the U.S. and may prove fatal to climate science claims that modern temperatures are
“unprecedented.”

Michael Mann refuses to turn over the data behind the
graph, insisting on secrecy instead of transparency
This court decision reportedly stemmed from the fact that Michael Mann refused to turn over
“R2 regression numbers” to the court, which would have revealed the data manipulations
that led to the rigging of the hockey stick graph. This unwillingness to disclose the graph
algorithm and data points reveals the total lack of transparency and scientific integrity that
has plagued Mann’s supposed “science” work for decades. As American Thinker explains:
Real science, not the phony “consensus” version, requires open access to data, so that
skeptics (who play a key role in science) can see if results are reproducible.

“Climate science community in crisis”
Technocracy.news goes on to explain the ultimate ramifications of this court decision:
A bitter and embarrassing defeat for the self-styled ‘Nobel Prize winner’ who acted as if he
was the epitome of virtue, this outcome shames not only Michael Mann, but puts the climate
science community in crisis. Many hundreds of peer-reviewed papers cite Mann’s work,
which is now effectively junked. Despite having deep-pocketed backers willing and able to
feed his ego as a publicity-seeking mouthpiece against skeptics, Mann’s credibility as a
champion of environmentalism is in tatters. But it gets worse for the litigious Penn State
professor. Close behind Dr. Ball is celebrated writer Mark Steyn. Steyn also defends himself
against another one of Mann’s SLAPP suits – this time in Washington DC. Steyn boldly claims
Mann “has perverted the norms of science on an industrial scale.” Esteemed American
climate scientist, Dr. Judith Curry, has submitted to the court an Amicus Curiae legal brief
exposing Mann. The world can now see that his six-year legal gambit to silence his most
effective critics and chill scientific debate has spectacularly backfired.

Presentation by Dr. Willie Soon – Demolishes Extreme Weather Panic etc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JJ3yeiNjf4
James Hansen is the father of global warming 1988. The next two graphs show his deception
to promote his ideology.

Climate variables are very complex not isolated to CO2. They try to tell you that changing the
CO2 content will control the whole climate system which is really far fetched! Says Dr. Willie
Soon

H20 is the main molecule that affects the global climate system. CO2 is very small if at all!

Global temperature and atmospheric water content are closely linked. H2O is a large factor in
global temperature. Is global temperature change linked to change in CO2 levels? Not at all, it
is a false linkage serving an agenda!

James Hansen testifies before USA congressional committee in 1988 that he was 99% certain
that the warming trend was not natural variation but was caused by a buildup of CO2 and
other greenhouse gases!

Dr. Tim Ball Lecture
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jpcUnVi9Nz4

97% of scientists have not looked at the science behind the UN IPCC

Basic Science for Climate Scientists by Tony Heller
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-zaQWAaPAg&t=1111s

Conclusion from the two graphs - Water vapor is the main factor in any temperature changes
not CO2.

Polar Bear Rise in Population Despite Decline in Summer Sea Ice by Susan
Crockford
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VwzUBc1rsc

Polar Bear is the canary in the coal mine for climate change
Other good and informative presentations - one of the problems for skeptical scientists is
that they can lose their jobs in speaking out against the climate change cabal!!
Patrick Moore – early leader of Green Peace who left when the organization moved towards
the idea that humans were the enemy of the planet
He speaks on climate fraud to close down the fossil fuel industry!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWahKIG4BE4
Matt Ridley – Global Warming or Global Greening
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5M1qtN62yk
Conversations that Matter with William Happer – we need more CO2 not less
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHCCE-sw_Sc
Carbon Dioxide is making the World Greener (w/ Freeman Dyson, Institute for Advanced
Studies)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQHhDxRuTkI
Mark Steyn’s take on the Climate Alarmists Nefarious Goals
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L7wQp0Ir5Vc

Man-caused Global Warming: The Greatest Scam in World History with Jay Lehr of the
Heartland Institute
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcRTX71MHu8
Christopher Monckton Talks Climate Change during 2019 COP25 in Madrid – calls for ceasing
this CO2 ruse and do not waste money and destroy industries on a problem that doesn’t exist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZhcnRe3qd8
Tom Harris: The environmental case against wind and solar power | Sheila Gunn Reid
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-d8m1OMo67A
Foreign Fingers in the Pie – Freedom Talk Conference 2019 by Michelle Stirling of Friends of
Science
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67zIoJNpHMM
Tony Heller - Common Sense Basic Science on Climate
https://www.youtube.com/user/TonyHeller1/videos
Friends of Science videos on the CO2 Climate Change fraud and attacks on Canada’s energy
industry
https://www.youtube.com/user/FriendsofScience/videos
The Heartland Institute – Talks on Climate Issues
https://www.youtube.com/user/HeartlandTube/videos

Some Possible Recommendations To Consider But Not Exhaustive
1. Call out the Canadian Federal government for not rejecting the Paris Climate Accords
and the Carbon tax.
2. Call the Canadian Federal government back to nationalism and repudiate all unelected
globalist UN attempts to tyrannize our nation and our resources
3. If the Canadian Federal government refuses to stop drinking the UN CO2 Kool-Aid when
the facts are revealed and continue to destroy our resources sector then a WEXIT should
be pursued.
4. Cut off all environmental groups who have drunk the CO2 Climate Kool-Aid from
influencing Canadian policy on the energy industry – we already have the best
environmental practices in the world for our energy development

Spiritual Help and Teachings on You Tube
Pastor Jack Hibbs – Calvary Chapel
https://jackhibbs.com
Pastor JD Farag – Calvary Chapel
https://www.jdfarag.org
Amir Tsarfati – Jewish Believer in Yeshua
https://beholdisrael.org
Answers in Genesis with Ken Ham and Andrew Snelling
https://www.youtube.com/user/answersvideos/videos

